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The Office of Strategy 
Management: Emerging Roles 
and Responsibilities
By Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton

Four years ago, Kaplan and Norton introduced the concept of a new
enterprise function—the Office of Strategy Management (OSM)—
to coordinate and integrate all strategy management processes.
Since then, their research of high-performing organizations has
yielded new insights about the three primary roles this office plays.

In 2004, we and our colleagues at the Balanced Scorecard Collaborative 

commenced a research project to improve our understanding of the long-term

evolution of the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) management system. Through 

our Balanced Scorecard Hall of Fame for Executing Strategy program, we had

identified many companies that had achieved dramatic results with their BSC

programs. Yet each of them was uncertain about its ability to sustain such 

performance in the future. “The BSC is like a project,” observed one manager.

“Once we complete the design, everyone goes back to their old jobs.” Another

told us, “The use of the BSC was mandated by our CEO. What will happen to

the program when he leaves?”

Our research project attracted, among others, 15 BSC Hall of Fame organizations,

including Hilton Hotels, Motorola, Ricoh, Serono, KeyCorp, Canon USA, and the

U.S. Army. We learned from them that sustaining a performance management

system like the BSC requires two components:

1. Having a clearly defined process that fits comfortably into the 
governance cycle of the organization

2. Establishing an entity (a department or organization) that is 
responsible for its management and its success

Among the most significant outcomes of the research project was that it ultimately
helped us define a six-stage management process that integrates strategy with
operations. (This holistic system was described in our cover story in the last
issue.1) But early on, it led to a different discovery: that many of the participating
companies had introduced a new office or function to prevent the fragmentation
of strategy management processes and to better integrate strategic activities and
operations. We introduced the concept of this new office back in 2004, in
“Strategic Management: An Emerging Profession,” 2 and since then have done
extensive work on the roles and responsibilities of the function and its leaders.

While the organizations gave this important new office a variety of titles (such as
Organizational Transformation, Performance Management, or Business Excellence),
we came up with a simple descriptive title—the Office of Strategy Management
(OSM). In high-performing organizations, the OSM integrates and coordinates



activities across functions and
business units to align strategy
and operations. The OSM is like
the designer of an intricate watch
who keeps the various mecha-
nisms synchronized despite their
running at different speeds. For 
the OSM, these mechanisms are
the organization’s planning and
control processes. They include
maintaining dashboards and hold-
ing daily and weekly operational
control meetings; updating infor-
mation on strategic measures 
and initiatives and preparing 
the executive team for monthly
strategy management review
meetings; and continually scan-
ning the external environment
and performing analysis to prepare
for quarterly or annual strategy
assessment meetings to test and
adapt the strategy. The OSM is
also like an orchestra leader.
It does not create the strategic
“music” being played, but it 
keeps the diverse organizational
players—executive team, business
units, regional units, support 
units (finance, human resources,
information technology), theme
teams, departments, and, ultimately,
employees—aligned with each
other. In this way, they can create
beautiful music together, executing
the enterprise’s strategy in unison,
with each group playing its dis-
tinctive role.

In fact, the Office of Strategy
Management plays three basic
roles: (1) that of the architect
responsible for the overall design
and execution of the performance
management process; (2) that 
of the process custodian of the
integrated planning and control
system; and (3) that of the inte-
grator responsible for interfacing
with and coordinating all other
strategy-related systems and 
activities. (See Figure 1.)

The OSM as Architect

We introduced the concept of 
the OSM as a means of creating
and aligning new cross-business
integrated strategy management

processes. Typically, many
processes that are central to 
strategy execution—including
budgeting, employee performance
management, and strategic plan-
ning—are run by different areas
of the organization at different
times of the year using different
frameworks, languages, and con-
ventions. The isolation of these
processes from one another is a
major barrier to effective strategy
execution. Moreover, some impor-
tant strategy execution processes
may not be carried out at all, such
as developing theme-based strategy
maps, establishing a systematic
approach to funding strategic 
initiatives and assigning accounta-
bility for them, linking strategic
plans to operational budgets, or
preparing for and running strategy
management review meetings.
The OSM ensures that any missing
strategy execution processes are
put in place, while bringing order
to an otherwise incomplete and
fragmented collection of manage-
ment processes. The OSM designs
the framework and processes for
a single, integrated, closed-loop
strategy planning and operational
execution system. This is its
“watchmaker” role: ensuring that
all the requisite components are
in place and working synchro-
nously, without friction.

Ensuring synchronicity means that
the proper sequence and linkage
of strategy execution processes
shown in Figure 2 (page 4) are 
in place. Typically, the strategy
cycle recommences at the begin-
ning of the second quarter. That
is when the planning group
begins to research and prepare
for the annual strategy develop-
ment meeting at which the senior
executive team updates the enter-
prise strategy, strategy map, and
scorecard. After this meeting, the
OSM starts the process of aligning
all business and support unit
strategies with each other as well
as with the enterprise strategy.
It also ensures that priorities 
have been established to achieve
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targeted improvements in the 
BSC’s process metrics. During 
the third quarter, the OSM sees to
it that the finance department’s
resource planning and budgeting
process produces business- and
support-unit plans as well as
operating and capital budgets that
can deliver the strategy and are
consistent with forecasted process
improvements. In the fourth quar-
ter, the OSM works with human
resources (HR) to help align com-
petency development efforts and
employee incentive programs
with scorecard objectives.

While these annual planning
processes occur at specific peri-
ods and in sequence, the enter-
prise continually conducts several
control and learning processes:
communicating strategy, reviewing
operations and strategy, managing
strategic initiatives, and sharing
best practices. The OSM ensures
that all these processes are in
place, introducing any missing
ones and establishing the linkages
that must exist between them.

The OSM as Process Custodian

Besides integrating existing man-
agement processes, strategy execu-
tion also calls for some new ones.
To ensure effective coordination
and accountability organization-
wide, the OSM should have 
primary ownership of the following
strategy execution processes.

Develop the strategy. Typically,
strategy development is the
responsibility of an existing strate-
gic planning unit. But developing
strategy should not be just an
annual event. After all, perfor-
mance measures, such as those 
supplied by the Balanced Score-
card, provide a steady stream 
of evidence about the validity 
of the assumptions underlying a
company’s strategy. Strategy devel-
opment and strategy execution
should therefore not be carried
out in isolation. We recommend
that the processes for developing,
as well as those for executing,
strategy be overseen by one group

—the Office of Strategy Manage-
ment. In effect, we advocate that
the traditional strategic planning
department be expanded into the
more comprehensive OSM, where
the OSM assumes responsibility
for facilitating both strategy devel-
opment and its execution.

Plan the strategy (create and
manage the scorecard). As the
owner of the scorecard process,
the OSM ensures that any changes
made at the annual strategy-
planning meeting are translated
into the company’s strategy map
and Balanced Scorecard. Once 
the executive team has approved
objectives and measures for the
following year, the OSM coaches
the team in selecting performance
targets for scorecard measures
and identifying the strategic initia-
tives required to achieve them.
As guardian of the scorecard,
the OSM also standardizes the 
terminology and measurement
definitions across the organiza-
tion, selects and manages the
scorecard reporting system, and
ensures the integrity of the score-
card data. The OSM need not be
the primary collector of BSC data,
but it should oversee the process-
es by which data are collected,
reported, and validated. Finally,
the OSM serves as the central
scorecard resource, consulting
with units on their scorecard

development projects and con-
ducting training and education.

Align the organization. A 
company can execute its strategy
only if it aligns the strategies of its
business units, support functions,
and external partners with its
enterprise strategy. Alignment 
creates focus and coordination
across even the most complex
organizations, making it easier 
to identify and realize synergies.
Few companies today actively
manage the alignment process; 
in many cases, unit strategies 
are only nominally linked with
corporate strategy. The OSM pro-
vides a mechanism for ensuring 
a consistent view of strategy
throughout the entire enterprise
to systematically manage the
processes for achieving organiza-
tional alignment. The OSM over-
sees the cascading of scorecards
vertically and horizontally through-
out the organization. It defines
the synergies to be created
through cross-business behavior
at lower organizational levels.
Finally, it validates that the strate-
gies and scorecards proposed by
business and support units are
linked to each other and to 
corporate strategy.

Review the strategy. Managing
the meetings at which the execu-
tive team reviews strategic 

Architect

Integrator
Process

Custodian

Office of
Strategy

Management

Ensures that processes owned and 
run by other functional executives 
are linked to the strategy

Defines and clarifies the philosophy of 
performance management and the 
processes required to execute the strategy

Defines, develops, and oversees 
execution of closed-loop processes 
required to manage the strategy

• Human capital

• Other functional departments

• Strategy communications

• Initiative management

• Financial resource management
 (planning and budgeting)

• Key operating process management

• Best practice management

• Develop the strategy

• Manage the scorecard

• Align the organization

• Review the strategy

• Test the strategy
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Figure 1. The Three Key Roles of the Office of Strategy Management

The updated OSM “definition” not only groups the office’s multiple roles into three 
broad categories, but also explicitly identifies more key processes it integrates, such as 

financial resource management. 
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performance and makes adjust-
ments to the strategy is a core
function of the OSM. The OSM
briefs the CEO in advance on the
strategic issues raised by the most
recent scorecard results. This way,
the agenda can focus on strategy
review and learning, rather than 
just on short-term financial per-
formance and crisis management.
The OSM works with the strategic
theme owners to get their color-
coded performance results and
qualitative assessments of their
theme’s strategic objectives and
strategic initiatives. The OSM 
prepares the briefing booklet 
for the executive team to review
before each meeting. At the
beginning of the meeting, the
OSM presents a brief progress
report on each action plan recom-
mended at earlier meetings,
records all new recommended

action plans, and follows up with
the assigned manager or depart-
ment to ensure that the actions
are carried out.

Test and adapt the strategy.
Each year, as the planning and
budgeting process begins anew,
the organization has a new input
to consider—reviewing current
strategy through its Balanced
Scorecard. The BSC is based on 
a set of hypotheses about the
impact of certain drivers on
desired performance outcomes.
Using the time-trend data from the
BSC and appropriate analytic
techniques, organizations can
learn and react to change more
rapidly. Several organizations 
have reported that the insights
gained from such annual statistical
reviews have accelerated their
response time by as much as 
one year.

The sophisticated analytics needed
to statistically estimate and test
strategic linkages may require a
new capability for the organization.
The OSM is the natural place to
build a corporate capability for
analyzing data generated by the
organization’s BSCs. As part of the
annual strategy refresh, the OSM 
can provide the outputs from the
detailed P&L calculations and 
the analytic studies conducted 
on the strategy’s performance.

The OSM as Integrator

A variety of existing management
processes must be informed by
and aligned to the strategy. The
OSM is responsible for coordinat-
ing the strategic linkages of these
processes.

Link strategy to financial
resource management (plan-
ning and budgeting). At most

B a l a n c e d  S c o r e c a r d  R e p o r t
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Current year Following year

Q1  Q2  Q3  Q4  Q1  Q2

Develop/update
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on

• StratEx
• Operating budget

• Personal goals
• Incentives
• Personal development

• Applications
• Infrastructure

• Key process alignment

Organizational
alignment

Financial
resource
alignment

Human
capital
alignment

IT alignment

Business
process
alignment

Strategy communications

Quality management programs

Initiative management

Best practice sharing

Execute the 
strategy

Re
vi

ew
 a

nd
 te

st

Operational
reviews

Strategy
reviews

Strategy
testing

Restart 
planning

cycle

• Strategy map/themes
• Measures/targets
• Strategic initiatives

• Corporate-SBU aligned
• SBU-support unit aligned

• Mission, vision, values
• Strategic goals
• Strategic analysis and formulation

Figure 2. Strategy Management: An Integrated, Closed-Loop Process

This table illustrates the annual sequence of key strategy management stages and their component steps. Regular operational and strategy reviews
provide critical monitoring and feedback, allowing the strategy to be tested anew each year as the planning cycle recommences.



corporations, finance oversees
budgeting and cash allocation.
IT makes recommendations about
investments in databases, infra-
structure, and applications. And
HR formulates plans for hiring,
training, and leadership develop-
ment. For a strategy to be effective,
all functional plans must be
aligned with the strategy. To
ensure this alignment, the OSM
must work closely with finance
and the other functional units to 
align their near-term performance
targets and budgets with strategic
objectives.

Link strategy to key operating
processes. Strategy is executed
through business processes.
The strategic themes identify the
processes that are most crucial 
to the strategy. These processes
must be analyzed, redesigned,
and managed. The OSM should
work with the theme teams or
local line managers to see that 
the necessary resources and orga-
nizational support are provided.
The OSM should also ensure that
teams and managers provide status
reports to the executive team.

Align the plans and resources 
of human capital and other
important functional support
departments. Besides coordinat-
ing the linkage between strategy
planning and finance, the OSM
ensures that the plans for other
functional departments are consis-
tent with executing the strategy.
Particularly important are the 
HR and IT departments, but, in
principle, all functional units—
such as research and development,
real estate, purchasing, logistics,
marketing, and sales—contribute
to successful strategy execution,
and their plans must reflect their
contributions. The OSM plays a
consulting and integrating role
with these functional departments
to help them align their strategies
and plans with enterprise and
business unit strategy.

Consider the HR department,
which has primary responsibility

for employee motivation, training,
and performance. HR is typically
responsible for executing annual
employee performance reviews,
goal-setting, training and compe-
tency development, and managing
incentive and compensation pro-
grams. The OSM ensures that HR
performs these activities in a man-
ner consistent with corporate and
business unit strategic objectives.

Communicate strategy. Effective
communication to employees
about strategy, targets, and initia-
tives is vital if employees are to
contribute to the strategy. Canon
USA, a BSC user and BSC Hall of
Fame organization, describes its
internal communication process
as “democratizing strategy.” Canon’s
OSM actively promotes under-
standing of the company’s strategy
and BSC throughout all business
units and support functions. But
as with budgeting and HR man-
agement, strategy communications
is often the responsibility of an
existing organizational unit. In
these situations, the OSM can 
initially play an editorial role,
reviewing or helping to craft the
messages to see that they commu-
nicate the strategy correctly. In
organizations that lack a corporate
communications group, or whose
group has little knowledge of or
focus on strategy, the OSM would
assume primary responsibility 
for communicating both strategy
and scorecard to employees.

Manage strategic initiatives.
When the organization uses
theme owners and theme teams
to carry out the selection and
management of strategic initiatives,
the OSM monitors the overall
process, soliciting information
about initiative status and per-
formance and reporting this 
information to the executive team
in advance of the strategy man-
agement review meeting.

For organizations that do not use
theme owners and theme teams,
the OSM is the default for running
the initiative selection and ration-

alization process. For initiatives
that already have a natural home,
the OSM assigns responsibility to
their appropriate unit or function.
Any initiatives that cross unit or
functional lines should be man-
aged by the OSM to ensure they 
get the necessary financial and
human resources. Where theme
teams exist, the OSM retains
responsibility for monitoring the
progress of initiatives.

Share best practices. Finally,
the OSM needs to ensure that
knowledge management focuses
on sharing the best practices 
most critical for the strategy. If
managers use the wrong bench-
marks, the company’s strategy 
will fall short of its potential. At
some companies, learning and
knowledge sharing are already
the responsibility of a chief
knowledge or learning officer;
there, the OSM must coordinate
with that person’s office. But if
such a function does not already
exist, the OSM must take the lead
in transferring ideas and best prac-
tices throughout the organization.

A Proven Success Factor

Many organizations have achieved
dramatic performance improve-
ments by sustaining a focus on
strategy implementation. We have
captured and codified a body of
knowledge from these successful
organizations that provides the
foundation for an emerging pro-
fessional function focused on 
the management of strategy. An
Office of Strategy Management
that is positioned at the level 
of other senior corporate staff
offices, with responsibility and
authority for managing and 
coordinating all the key strategy
management processes, can help
organizations realize the benefits
from this body of knowledge. �

1. R. S. Kaplan and D. P. Norton, “Integrating 
Strategy Planning and Operational Execution: 
A Six-Stage System,” BSR May–June 2008 
(Reprint #B0805A).

2. BSR May–June 2004 (Reprint #B0405A).
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A nearly 6.5% increase in rev-
enues, a double-digit rise in
patient satisfaction, increases in
on-time immunizations, a 30%
reduction in documentation
time—such results in the space 
of two years for a healthcare
organization are laudable indeed.
And as Nemours begins breaking
ground on its new state-of-the-
art hospital in Orlando, Fla., the 
institution’s triple-A bond rating
may well be its most important
execution premium, for it will 
ultimately represent a savings of
millions of dollars in financing 
the organization’s ambitious
growth plans.

One of the nation’s largest pediatric
health systems, Nemours draws
patients from throughout the U.S.
and the world with its reputation
for high-quality specialty medicine
and personalized, family-centered
care. Through its flagship facility,
the 180-bed Alfred I. duPont 
Hospital for Children in Wilming-
ton, Del., and 20 clinics in
Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylva-
nia, and Florida, Nemours served
almost 250,000 children in nearly
one million encounters in 2007.
Headquartered in Jacksonville, Fla.,
it employs 4,200 associates, more
than 10% of them specialty and
subspecialty physicians. Nemours’
award-winning KidsHealth.org 
is the world’s most visited pedi-
atric health, parenting, and teen
website.

Established in 1940 with a bequest
from the estate of Alfred I. duPont,

philanthropist and founder of 
the DuPont chemicals empire, the
Nemours Foundation began as a
charitable venture that provided
care for disabled, but curable,
children and the elderly in
Delaware. The Nemours health
system attracted international
orthopedic leaders and forged 
a reputation for providing world-
class care. Nemours has grown
into a multifaceted healthcare
organization and major referral
center that provides integrated
clinical treatment coupled with
research, advocacy, and educational
health and prevention services.

Nemours seeks to serve children
with “one high standard of quality
and distinction,” regardless of 
the patient’s ability to pay. The
organization strives to become a
leading children’s health system
by 2015, ranking within the top
5% nationally for patient satisfac-
tion and targeted quality out-
comes. Its customer intimacy 
strategy aims for a personalized
focus on each child and a com-
mitment to children and their 
families to make every Nemours
experience “uniquely satisfying.”

One Vision,“One Nemours”

In 2004, plans for a major capital
expansion in Florida forced
Nemours executives to rethink
their strategy and management
processes, particularly resource
allocation and initiative prioritiza-
tion. The organization was struc-
tured by region and health practice,
which generated a culture of 

competing agendas and resource
demands. Without internal align-
ment and shared strategic goals,
leaders knew their growth scenario
would likely fail. They realized
that a total transformation was in
order, one that would strengthen
and unify the organization around
a vision of “One Nemours.”

In 2005, Nemours adopted the
Balanced Scorecard system to
carry out its strategic transforma-
tion. However, leadership changes,
including the CEO’s retirement,
soon stalled progress. In the
spring of 2006, incoming CEO 
and President Dr. David Bailey 
(a pediatrician and Nemours’ COO
since 2002) established a new
executive team of 14 top leaders
from operational and support
units. With the BSC program as 
a top priority, the team rolled 
out an enterprise strategy map
and scorecard that comprised 
four key goals: (1) “Be a leader 
in improving children’s health
through our integrated health 
system, becoming a preeminent
voice for children”; (2) “Care for
each and every child as if they
were our own”; (3) “Be a great
place to work”; and (4) “Be effec-
tive stewards of all of our assets,
continually improving them to
advance our mission.” The first
BSC results were reported in
August 2006.

In late 2006, the executive team
began cascading the BSC to 
business and support units.
Today, scorecards are in place for
Nemours’ Health and Prevention
division, the Delaware Valley
region (a business unit), and the
Florida region, as well as for IS,
HR, and Clinical Informatics (the
area comprising clinical applica-
tions and electronic medical
records). More are planned.

From the beginning, the executive
team recognized the potential of
the BSC framework as an organi-
zational leadership tool and a key
to sustainable growth. In quick
order, it developed a comprehen-
sive strategy management system

B a l a n c e d  S c o r e c a r d  R e p o r t
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E Earning the Execution Premium

at Nemours Health System 
By Wendy Garling, Contributing Writer

How many CEOs bet their job on the success of their manage-
ment system? How many organizations embark on an organiza-
tional transformation by setting a solid foundation of strategy
management process discipline? Through its unwavering
focus on alignment, processes, and cross-functional team
building, Nemours, the children’s health system (and 2007
BSC Hall of Fame winner) has already earned its execution
premium in spades.
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(SMS), including top-level commit-
tees that form the nerve center of
the process: the Strategy Manage-
ment Governance Team, Annual
Calendar Committee, Performance
Management Committee, Strategic
Communications Committee, and
Initiative Management Committee.
All committees meet regularly and
include executive team members
as active participants. Committees
work cross-functionally, sharing
best practices to ensure consistency
and strategic alignment.

Strategy Drives Everything

In just two years, Nemours has
made tremendous strides in
implementing its SMS and execut-
ing its strategy. A core team 
of executives and data and tech-
nology specialists—led by an
executive team member reporting
directly to the CEO—facilitates all
SMS functions in a hub-and-spoke
format that extends into all strategy

committees and scorecard units.
Nemours’ Center for Process
Excellence (effectively its Office 
of Strategy Management) supports
enterprise strategy by developing
teams of internal educational and
business process consultants who
deploy where needed within the
organization to promote under-
standing of the SMS and improve
processes to meet performance
targets (for example, using Lean
Six Sigma). Strategy review sessions
take place monthly at every cas-
caded BSC level.

Strategy now drives initiative man-
agement and resource allocation.
The Initiative Management Com-
mittee, launched in May 2007,
whittled a portfolio of more than
300 initiatives down to 12 by
using the enterprise strategy 
map to vet only those that were
strategically relevant. Initiatives
addressing near-term priorities
take precedence, and the commit-

tee also asks “What resources 
do we need to do this right?”
Winning initiatives are mapped to
scorecard objectives with a focus
on cross-functional collaboration
and ownership. For example,
in the the People and Learning
perspective, the objective related
to building an employee culture of
trust is owned by the VP of Quality
Control, not the VP of HR. Alloca-
tions for ongoing operations are
focused on maximizing consistency
across the organization, thereby
creating a “One Nemours” archi-
tecture. On the finance side, the
BSC is integrated into Nemours’
annual capital planning software
system to ensure that all invest-
ments align with enterprise or 
cascaded scorecards.

The BSC framework, along with 
a new executive incentive pay
system, has also instilled greater
accountability and corporate focus
in decision makers. Executives 
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Strategic Destination
By 2015, Nemours will be recognized nationally as a leading children’s health system,

defined as being in the top 5% for patient satisfaction and targeted quality outcomes.

Vision
Freedom from disabling conditions.

Mission
To provide leadership, institutions, and services to restore and improve

the health of children through care and programs not readily available, with one high standard 
of quality and distinction regardless of the recipient’s financial status.

To deliver
the strategic

processes

;

Figure 1. Nemours’ 2008 Strategy Map 

Nemours’ strategy map has always been written so that any employee can understand it. The 2008 iteration, excerpted here, adds a statement 
of strategic destination. To the right of the “house” is a column of text (not shown) that defines the strategy map, states the purpose of each of

Nemours’ 12 initiatives, and highlights them by perspective and objective. Also not shown: the objectives (represented by the bubbles), core values,
and a statement of commitment. 
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now share financial risk, regardless
of whether a target is within 
their domain of responsibility.
Their compensation is assessed
collectively based on exectives’
aggregate year-end performance.
As a result, they view investments
holistically as an integrated 
portfolio.

Building a High-Performing 
Organization 

Says Terri Young, VP of human
resources, “When we first came
together in 2005, we came as 
individuals with a siloed mentality
who saw no value in being a
team. What the SMS did was
make us look at our objectives
more globally and functionally
and drive us toward the right
objectives for the organization as
a whole. In two years it helped 
us transform from a group of
individuals to a team on the cusp
of being a high-performing team.”

Nemours regards its people as its
greatest asset, and its core values—
excel, respect, serve, honor, and
learn—as the key to building a
culture of trust. Executives make
it their responsibility to reinforce
the case for change by modeling
values and strategy-focused 
team behaviors to all associates.
Getting there has taken hard
work. A leadership development
tool Nemours calls its Standards 
of Behavior provides a written
framework for all executive inter-
actions.

Additionally, executive team 
performance is enhanced by
Nemours’ monthly strategy review
sessions. These mandatory face-
to-face meetings, facilitated by the
CEO, alternate between Delaware
and Florida. Effective this year,
all executive team members,
including the CEO, are required
to attend at least two cascaded
strategy review meetings to gain
insight into other teams’ activities
and challenges. Recent experiments
with videoconferenced review

meetings only reinforced the belief
in in-person meetings. “Commit-
ting to that time,” says Terri
Young, “has been critical to our
success and where we are today.”

Building strategy awareness and
internal brand support is a 2008
priority, through an integrated
approach that combines strategy,
behavioral change, and service
and operational excellence. “We
are embarking on a very aggres-
sive brand strategy,” says Gina
Altieri, VP of Corporate Services.
“To deliver on our brand promise
we first need to focus internally
and be sure that everyone inside
the organization understands what
our promise is and what we are
trying to deliver before we bring
it outside.” Besides its existing
comprehensive strategy communi-
cations program, Nemours has
launched its “Whatever It Takes”
initiative. Branded on every asso-
ciate’s name badge, the initiative
focuses on improving customer
satisfaction through associate
training and onsite mentoring.
To build workforce performance,
an outside consultant provides
leadership coaching and change
management support to Nemours’
top 100 executives and managers.
By the end of 2009, Nemours
expects to complete the cascade
of the performance management
system to include personal BSCs
for all associates. A pay-for-
performance program will follow.

Nemours is also leveraging IT to
enhance enterprise performance.
In Clinical Informatics an ambi-
tious two-year project, called
NemoursOne (a play on “One
Nemours”), is under way to
migrate all electronic medical
records (inpatient and outpatient)
and clinical business systems to
one seamless, all-Epic platform.1

In a daunting further move, Clinical
Informatics and IS, which used 
to report to different groups,
now both report to Corporate 
Services. This change is expected
to improve collaboration and 

foster better project management.

The Execution Premium 

Nemours’ 360-degree strategy
management efforts have yielded
an impressive execution premium
thus far, not the least the organi-
zation’s sustained triple-A bond
rating (enabled by its ability to
demonstrate a clear strategy).
In 2007, operating income was
$63.1 million, an increase of 120%
over the previous year. Patient
satisfaction scores skyrocketed,
and nurse turnover was an 
enviable 2.2%, compared with 
the 9.1% national average. In job
recruitment, the BSC framework
has brought needed process 
consistency and accelerated the
average time-to-fill. Management
of the electronic medical record
has improved, as the BSC has
helped in monitoring and report-
ing key results.

Modest about their big gains thus
far, Nemours’ leaders prefer to
focus on the work ahead. The
organization’s five-year “Blueprint
for the Future (Strategic Plan
2008–2012),” modeled on its strat-
egy map architecture, defines the
growth and investment that will
further Nemours’ overarching goal
and support its dream of a multi-
year capital expansion. Says CEO
Bailey, “In developing Nemours’
strategy, our objective was to 
create a credible and relevant
direction that is distinguished
both by its simplicity and its power
to assist leadership in making
tough decisions. Ultimately, success
will depend on our willingness 
to remain on course, be lean and
focused, and adjust our initiatives,
but not our aspirations.” �

1. Epic is a software platform used widely in the
healthcare industry.

Nemours, along with 14 other
organizations, is profiled in 
the Balanced Scorecard Hall of
Fame Report 2008.

T O  L E A R N M O R E
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Why Experience Co-Creation?
What is so powerful about an
inclusive model of strategy devel-
opment? Customers today are
more knowledgeable, more
demanding, less passive, and
more connected, thanks to the
transparency created by the Inter-
net, new communications, and
social interaction technologies.
Products and services are more
readily imitable—and commoditi-
zation erodes customer loyalty.
Companies that don’t engage their
customers risk losing them. ECC
puts the focus back on the cus-
tomers’ needs and wants—and on
how the company can most effec-
tively meet them. It gives customers
an investment in the relationship.

ECC can take many forms.
Google, for example, co-creates
with customer communities; 
a worldwide network of its
employees’ friends contributes
ideas to help design new Web
services. Dell, Toyota, Starbucks,
and Boeing encourage their 
customers and end-users to 
submit ideas and concepts for
new products and services that
enhance customer experiences.

ECC is based on three principles:

1. Individuals’ experiences 
are central to conceiving value
propositions. We must look
beyond product and service 
offerings to see how customers
experience value propositions—
and connect the two.

2. We must go beyond processes
to interactions. If we start with
experiences, then we must focus
on the interactions between the
individual customer and company,
and on generating outcomes of
value to individuals. Our DART
model helps shift this focus.

• Dialogue: How can we create 
a corridor of two-way communi-
cation between individuals 
and the company to facilitate
transparency and manage risk-
return for both sides?

• Access: How can we enable
access to tools, knowledge, and
expertise that facilitates dialogue
and allows value co-creation 
to take place?

• Risk-return: How can we help
individuals and the company 
understand and balance risk-
return relationships that under-
lie their interactions to generate
economic benefits to both?

• Transparency: How can we 
create transparency in these
interactions to build strategic
capital for the firm?

3. We must involve and engage
the customer. To create the 
capabilities for value co-creation,
companies must involve and
engage individuals, starting with
customer-facing employees and
then expanding to customers and
other stakeholders. Through a co-
creative process of strategy develop-
ment, companies can generate
strategic themes and differentiated

value propositions that connect
with customer experiences.

The Real Tokio Marine Vida e 
Previdência case study (page 10),
highlights some unique aspects of
ECC. For example, ECC can serve
as the “glue” that binds two very
different corporate cultures—in
this case, a Dutch financial services
giant (ABN Bank) and a Japanese
insurance company (Tokio Marine
Nichido Fire). It can engage clients,
the sales channel, and employees 
collectively, bringing a sense of
shared contribution to the organi-
zation’s strategy. Most important,
ECC is a compelling way for com-
panies to create “blue oceans’—the
areas of opportunity for strategic
differentiation and value innova-
tion. Companies can create them
through experience innovation
(rather than conventional product-
service innovation), as well as by
co-creating value curves with their
customers (rather than guessing
and defining what’s good for
them).

The implementation of ECC
methodology is a replicable
process that can be applied on 
an ongoing basis. Strategy thus
becomes a continuous process 
of collective engagement and 
discovery of new opportunities.

Companies can get started 
by opening up the customer 
perspective of their Balanced
Scorecard to co-creation, as well
as by opening up selected strategic
themes to co-creation. A customer-
facing entity, such as the sales
channel, which disproportionately
impacts customer experiences, is
a good place to start. So is engag-
ing with clients. Both approaches
are illustrated in the case study.

ECC is both the means and the
end to creating change. Imple-
menting it can be a powerful
approach to developing and 
executing innovative initiatives,
establishing new competitive
advantage, sustaining growth,
and generating superior success. �
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By Venkat Ramaswamy, Professor of Business, Ross School of Business,
University of Michigan, and cofounder, ECC Partnership; and Francis Gouillart,
cofounder and President, ECC Partnership

Experience Co-Creation (ECC) is a new paradigm of strategy
innovation. It’s about how companies can innovate compelling
value propositions by co-creating strategy with their customer-
facing employees and their customers. Embraced with success
by such diverse organizations as La Poste, Crédit Agricole,
and Nokia, ECC is the subject of Ramaswamy and Gouillart’s
forthcoming book, Co-Creating Strategy.
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Established in 2005, Real Tokio
Marine Vida e Previdência
(RTMVP) is a joint venture of
Dutch financial services giant ABN
Amro Bank and Tokio Marine
Seguradora (a unit of the Japan-
ese insurer Tokio Marine Nichido
Fire). The company sells life
insurance and pension products
through ABN’s 2,000 Real Bank
branches and Tokio Marine’s
agents throughout Brazil. With
Real Bank’s strong banking 
presence and Tokio Marine’s
established agent network, the
fledgling company has aimed
from the beginning to strengthen 
relationships with its distribution
channel in marketing its insurance
and pension products. The com-
pany has four business units: 
two life insurance units (one retail,
one corporate) and two pension
services units (one retail, one 
corporate). With $765 million 
in revenues and $2.9 billion in
assets under management, RTMVP
is today Brazil’s fifth-largest pen-
sion investment services provider
and its sixth-largest life insurer.1

RTMVP adopted the Balanced
Scorecard in June 2006, just 10
months after its inception. Early 
in the scorecard construction,
executives ran into difficulty: how
to define the customer and sales
channel value propositions? The
insurance and pension market 

in Brazil, as elsewhere, is one in
which products are similar, and
differentiation is chiefly a function
of price and services offered. To
compete with established market-
place players, RTMVP executives
(adherents of blue ocean theory
and value innovation2) knew they
had to innovate—and that they
would need a specific innovative
value proposition for each business
unit. But more important, they
understood that innovation meant
more than product innovation—
which is fleeting, and lasts only 
as long as your rivals can figure
out how to imitate you. They
wanted to innovate the customer
experience. But how? 

The answer lay in Experience 
Co-Creation. (See preceding 
article.) Experience Co-Creation 
is based on the assumption 
that customers’—both internal 
and external—real experiences
with an organization represent 
an important, largely untapped,
source of innovation. Experience
Co-Creation requires a shift in
thinking, from the product innova-
tion paradigm to the experience
innovation paradigm. The more
actively companies involve stake-
holders in creating their experi-
ence, the more innovative the
results might be. And by involving
customers—giving them a say and
an investment in the outcome—
companies can cement these 

stakeholder relationships.

RTMVP implemented a six-step
co-creation program based on 
the prescribed 10-step program
developed by Gouillart and
Ramaswamy. Over an eight-month
period, some 200 external clients,
sales channel managers, and other
company professionals from the
four business units participated 
in developing innovative value
propositions for each unit.

Step 1: Identifying the Customer’s
Key Interactions and Experiences

Before you can innovate the 
customer experience, you must
first characterize the existing 
one. That means identifying 
the main points of interaction
(“touch points”)—that is, the 
locus and nature of the existing
client experience. RTMVP built an
“experiences map” that showed
the main players and the type 
of interactions. Examples of inter-
actions with the sales channel
include training and support (e.g.,
to help external clients cope in
the difficult periods of their lives
that characterize the times they
deal with their insurer—a death in
the family, retirement). A typical
interaction for a corporate client
would be the implementation of 
a new corporate pension plan.

Step 2: Understanding 
Existing Experiences 

What are clients’ current experi-
ences like? The next step for
RTMVP involved determining the
primary desirable outcomes of
each interaction—and whether
the company was delivering on
them. Was the experience positive
or negative? What was painful?
Confusing? 

In training the sales channel,
for example, RTMVP learned that
the bank’s relationship managers
wanted training sessions on 
pension and insurance products
that were less one-size-fits-all 
and more oriented toward their
individual needs. They wanted
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Brazilian insurer Real Tokio Marine Vida e Previdência is 
a compelling example of how Experience Co-Creation can 
be used to develop a differentiated value proposition for 
a new player in a fairly commoditized industry. It is equally
compelling as an example of the integrated use of three 
different, yet complementary, methodologies—the
Balanced Scorecard, Value Innovation, and Experience 
Co-Creation—to  achieve this aim.



information that would yield
results—that is, that would help
improve their sales. They wanted
training in the more complex
products that are often confusing
to clients, because better training
would likely translate into more
sales.

Figure 1 is a hypothetical experi-
ence map of a fictitious insurer
showing how existing experiences
might rank. (A typical map would
show about 15 interactions.) In 
this example, sales channel sup-
port gets high marks for kindness,
but appears ill-prepared and has
only spotty product knowledge.
HR professionals—the corporate
pension clients—appear happy 
to have had no surprises in their
pension plan implementations 
but seem dissatisfied with having
to make process changes and
unclear about the pace of the
implementation.

In RTMVP’s case, classifying the
experiences as positive, negative,
or neutral was not easy, especially
for the business unit team. Few
people want to admit they didn’t
provide their clients a positive
experience—or that they missed
opportunities to innovate. The
implications can be scary. This
analysis, based on internal per-
ceptions and interpretation, was

only half the story. Before tapping
client perceptions, RTMVP needed
to conduct objective analysis.

Step 3: Creating New 
Experience Scenarios 

Next, RTMVP studied the negative
client experiences. Each business
unit project team—the unit man-
agers and their key subordinates,
along with others related to the
touch points (for example, the
head of the call center)—held
DART sessions (dialogue, access,
risk-return, and transparency) to
analyze customer experiences and
consider how to redesign them
through experience co-creation.
Each session addressed four basic
questions: 

1. How can we make the experi-
ence more two-way, ensuring
that the client’s voice is repre-
sented? (Dialogue)

2. How can we give clients
greater access to information 
to reduce uncertainty—so,
for example, they know what 
their policy covers (and what 
it doesn’t), or they know how
long they might be on hold at
the call center? (Access) 

3. How can we share and reduce
risks for both sides through
information sharing? (Risk-
return) 

4. How can we be more transpar-
ent with clients, sharing the
strengths and weaknesses of
our products? (Transparency)

These sessions proved unusually
fruitful. For example, in the train-
ing and product development
analysis, the team realized they
rarely collaborated with sales
channel professionals, instead
providing one-size-fits-all training
and developing new products
without their input. Two innova-
tion opportunities emerged. The
first was customized training, in
which an individual’s training
needs are identified through an
online test and a customized
online program is developed for
the employee. The second, “one
idea brings the next,” is a tool 
for co-creating new products and
services. Still under development,
it will allow all employees to
suggest new product ideas and
prioritize the best ones through
an online vote.

An innovation that resulted from
the transparency analysis is the
“transparency flyer.” Intended for
delivery to clients as they are 
purchasing insurance, this infor-
mation sheet will inform them 
in clear and concise terms of the
key features of products, includ-
ing what is not covered in their
policy—addressing the common
uncertainties consumers have
about the insurance they are
about to buy.

Step 4: Co-Creating New 
Experiences with Clients and 
the Sales Channel

Armed with a list of new client
experience possibilities, RTMVP
was now ready to hold client 
co-creation sessions. Relationship
managers selected clients to
invite, telling them that RTMVP
wanted to be a new kind of com-
pany and develop product and
service ideas with them. On the
retail side, many clients would
participate in the same session.
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No changes in 
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Figure 1. Hypothetical Experiences Map for a Corporate Pension Unit

This experience map ranks a few of the existing experiences of a hypothetical insurer’s 
internal (sales channel) and external (corporate pension plan) customers against the ideal 

experience. An experience map typically shows 15 such interactions.



For corporate, one client partici-
pated in each session, to protect
confidentiality. To encourage
clients’ participation in the 
sessions, the company offered
online gift certificates.

Unlike the traditional focus group,
whose purpose is chiefly to vali-
date a hypothesis, the co-creation
session is dedicated to the DART
principles. There are no two-way
mirrors or hidden agendas; partici-
pants and company are together in
the open, and candor is the goal.

RTMVP held 10 co-creation 
sessions with clients and another 
10 with internal clients—bank
relationship managers and insur-
ance agents. Each session began

with the facilitator stating the
project objective and defining 
co-creation. Clients were asked
their opinion of current experi-
ences and what they suggested 
to improve them. Then the project
team presented the new experi-
ences scenarios, soliciting clients’
opinions and suggestions on how
to improve them.

Step 5: Building the Business 
Unit Value Curve

With client input in hand, each
business unit was now ready to
construct its own value curve.
The value curve, a tool of value
innovation,3 is a directional graph
that plots the intensity level of 
the outcomes of different value
propositions—that is, the expected
relative value of each proposi-
tion—on a 1 to 5 or 1 to 10 scale.
The propositions usually include
factors such as price, transparency,
product diversity, channel support,

and flexibility. Values assigned are
intuitive; the value curve is not
(and cannot be) quantitatively 
rigorous. But like the BSC strategy
map, the value curve helps com-
municate a value proposition
readily and precisely. Each value
curve the units created graphed
the current state and projected
state year by year through 2010.

Step 6: Consolidating the Value
Curves into a Corporate Value
Proposition 

Once each business unit had
determined its own value propo-
sitions, RTMVP could now consol-
idate them into a corporate value
proposition. By analyzing all 
the value outcomes in detail,

the company
identified seven
common key
attributes. Three
related to the
sales channel:
channel support,
joint product
development,
and channel

education (on products). Four
related to clients: client ease,
transparency, access, and special-
ized consulting services (expertise
in financial planning when selling
products).

Now, RTMVP had a corporate
value proposition derived from
actual customer experience 
and from all business units, and
shaped by customer input—a
value proposition that could now
be inserted into the corporate
strategy map.

“More and More Blue Oceans”

With its co-creation platform in
place, RTMVP is now turning to
the actions plans—one for each
“attribute.” The company has
begun to implement a channel
education program, a customized
training program, and transparen-
cy flyers. It also plans to redesign
pension fund statements based 
on client input, so that they will

allow plan administrators to 
cherry-pick the information they
want displayed. And as part of 
its specialized consulting services
proposition, the company plans 
to offer add-on services to its 
corporate pension clients.

A not inconsiderable side benefit
of the experience co-creation
effort is a better IT system.
RTMVP now has more concrete
information in hand with which
to redesign its technology platform,
a task that before could only be
based on assumptions about new
products and services.

Time will tell whether RTMVP’s
new value proposition and strategic
differentiation will pay off as
expected. Says Ziléa Santos, proj-
ect leader, “We want to find more
than one blue ocean. We want
our people to be prepared to find,
on their own, more and more blue
oceans.” Experience Co-Creation,
they believe, is the key. �

1. Source: SUSEP (the Brazilian insurance regulatory
agency), December 2007. The pension ranking
includes reserves (assets under management) of
traditional pension plans and PGBL, a type of 
pension product offered in Brazil. Life insurance
ranking includes life insurance and VGBL (another
type of insurance product) premiums.

2. Kim and Mauborgne’s blue ocean strategy 
presents an approach to strategy formulation 
that emphasizes the importance of finding a 
special place in the market—a blue ocean—where
competitors become irrelevant. Reaching that place
involves value innovation: innovating the customer
value proposition by simultaneously reducing 
cost and increasing customer satisfaction. Value
innovators include Cirque du Soleil, Southwest 
Airlines, IKEA, Bloomberg Financial News, Formula
One Hotels, and the Nintendo video game Wii.

3. Value outcomes are represented in the 
horizontal axis and intensity in the vertical axis. See
http://www.blueoceanstrategy.com/about/tools/
strategy_canvas.html.

See W. Chan Kim and Renée
Mauborgne, Blue Ocean Strategy
(Harvard Business School Press,
2004). 

Look for Francis Gouillart and
Venkat Ramaswamy’s new book
on Experience Co-Creation, Co-
Creating Strategy, due out in 2009.
More information on ECC is avail-
able at www.eccpartnership.com.
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Now, RTMVP had a corporate value proposition

derived from actual customer experience and

from all business units, and shaped by customer

input—a value proposition that could now be

inserted into the corporate strategy map.
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Competitor analysis tends to 
be qualitative, addressing such
questions as “Who are our key
competitors?” “What products or
services do they offer or are they
planning to offer?” “Where do
they compete geographically?”
and “What are their critical
resources and capabilities?” All 
are important questions. But their
answers are not in themselves 
sufficient for understanding the
more central question: “How 
do our key rivals compete?”
And recent data confirms that 
companies neglect to perform
ongoing, sophisticated analysis of
their competitors and competitors’
moves. An April 2008 McKinsey
survey of 1,825 executives found
that a majority noted their compa-
nies learned of a competitive
move too late to respond before 
it hit the market.1 Classifying com-
petitors by strategy type (such as
operational excellence or product
innovation) is a useful next step,
but it, too, fails to address the
essential underpinnings of the
strategy.

Consider Wal-Mart. Most people
know that Wal-Mart competes 
on low prices. Some are even
aware that the company’s unique
technology platform and logistics
practices support this strategy. But
relatively few people know that
Wal-Mart’s quarter-over-quarter
financial returns are driven not

simply by low prices, but also 
by customer selection decisions,
vendor management practices,
and workforce selection and
development. All of these factors
together deliver more than just the
company’s long-touted “every day
low prices”; they also deliver its
sustainable competitive position
in a highly dynamic industry.2 All
of this information—in combina-
tion—addresses the question of
how Wal-Mart competes. Good
competitive analysis seeks this
level of insight.

In 1979, preeminent strategy expert
Michael Porter devised the Five-
Forces framework for analyzing
industry forces that shape strate-
gy, a framework as relevant today
as it was when it was introduced.3

The central force within the
model, “rivalry among existing
competitors,” is based on two 
elements: (1) the intensity with
which companies compete; and
(2) the basis on which they 
compete. Intensity is chiefly a
function of the number of com-
petitors and their commitment 
to the industry. The basis on
which companies compete is
determined by their strategies,
such as cost-based competition 
or some form of differentiation.
Organizations can gain and sus-
tain competitive advantage when
they compete in a way that is
unique and largely inimitable by

competitors. In practice, this is
hard to achieve. But enhanced
competitor analysis can shed light
on how industry rivals compete—
insight that can help you craft a
viable strategy, and, more impor-
tant, one that yields sustainable
advantage and sustainable profits.

A New Approach 

The architecture of the strategy
map provides an ideal means 
of articulating—and assessing—
the strategies of competing organ-
izations because its framework
enables managers to answer 
the “what?” questions associated
with competitor performance
(share, customer base, products,
resources, and capabilities) as
well as the “how”—the ways in
which elements of the strategy 
fit together to deliver results. You
can develop a full strategy map
for each key competitor. But a
summary of key competitive
attributes can help you compare
the basis of competition for each
key competitor within each score-
card perspective. We call this the
Strategy Map Analysis Table.

To demonstrate what a Strategy
Map Analysis Table looks like and
how much it can reveal about
competitors’ strategy, let’s consider
the low-cost U.S. passenger airline
industry. One of the most compet-
itive industries since its deregula-
tion in the early 1970s, the U.S.
passenger airline industry is
known for its low barriers to
entry, price-based competition,
and intense rivalry. Profitability
has been very low—at times,
even negative, when the industry
grapples with rapidly rising fuel
costs. In the low-cost segment,
however, carriers have been able
to operate in the black, if not
thrive; this segment includes the
likes of AirTran, JetBlue, and
Southwest Airlines.4 How do 
they accomplish this, and, more
specifically, how do they compete
against each other? First, let’s look
at how a Strategy Map Analysis
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Without a doubt, the strategy map has become the dominant
tool organizations use to articulate and monitor their strategy.
But the strategy map offers another significant benefit:
representing the strategy of your competitors—that is, the
basis on which your closest rivals differentiate themselves
and compete. By clarifying and comparing your competitors’
strategies—and being equipped with such information up
front, while you are developing (or overhauling) your strategy
—you can ensure yours has a sharper competitive edge.



Table for these competitors might
be constructed. (See Figure 1.) 

Financial perspective. Key 
financial information, such as rev-
enue growth rate, ROI, net profit
margin—shown by total company
performance or performance by
market segment—is listed in this
perspective. Each competitor has
its own column of data for the
purposes of side-by-side compari-
son. To blend the elements of the
traditional strategy map perspec-
tives (i.e., strategic objectives)
with this data (actual quantitative
values), note under the perform-
ance information the key drivers
of productivity and growth, such
as cost structure improvement or

expanded revenue. This associates
the financial outcomes with what
are known or believed to be the
key financial strategies. For all 
of the airlines, we see a potential
relationship between flight volume
(service) and profitability—in this
sampling, the more flights, the
higher the profit margin. This is a 
correlation that could be explored
further as part of the strategy 
formulation process.

In the customer perspective,
market segment and market share
data or strategic group are among
the data shown, enabling a side-
by-side comparison of target 
segments, market share, and the
value discipline (or value proposi-

tion) associated with an airline’s
given customer segment. In the
case of AirTran, the value disci-
pline is operational excellence
and customer intimacy; for JetBlue,
it is customer intimacy and inno-
vation. Other data can be added,
such as share growth information
or customer feedback, to indicate
performance within each distinct
customer segment that the com-
pany serves.

The internal process perspective
shows the value chain—the chain
of activities from materials pro-
curement to internal operations 
to external activities such as sales.
In the airline industry, for example,
the value chain consists of infra-
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 Return on total capital

Net profit margin

Operating margin

Revenue / revenue growth

AirTran JetBlue Southwest

Value proposition

Segments / share

Service

Geography

Load factor

After-sales service

Marketing and sales

Passenger service

Flight operations

Fleet planning / procurement

Infrastructure

Human resources

Technology

4%

1%

4.5%

$2.3 billion / 22%

Operational excellence/
customer intimacy

Price-sensitive business and leisure 
travelers (2% market share)

700 flights daily to 56 destinations

Serves mostly eastern U.S. 
to capture dense market

76%

Rewards programs for 
business and student travelers

One-way fares, simple fee structure, 
walk-up rates, in-house media and PR

Affordable business class, 
Advanced Seating, XM Radio

Hub and route service from Atlanta, 
baggage agreements with other air 

carriers (e.g., United, USAir, BA)

Two types of aircraft (Boeing 717 and 737), 
4 years old, separate business class

Has own internal call center
 

8,100 FT employees, 400+ PT 
employees; high productivity

Highly functional, sophisticated 
e-commerce platform

3%

0.8%

11%

$2.8 billion / 20%

Customer intimacy/
innovation

Value-oriented leisure and business 
travelers (3% market share)

550 flights daily to 53 destinations

Serves 21 states and Caribbean 
to capture largest market

80%

Rewards programs for business and 
student travelers; AMEX partnership

One-way fares, pre-assigned seats, no 
overbookings policy, vacation packages

JetBlue “Experience,” DirecTV, PPV 
movies, XM Radio, branded snacks

Point-to-point routes from flagship 
(New York) or focus cities: Boston, 
Ft. Lauderdale, Long Beach, WDC

Two types of aircraft (Airbus 320 and 
Embraer 190), 3 years old, one class

Owns LiveTV to offer in-flight TV

8,785 FT employees, 2,847 PT 
employees; flexible work 

All electronic ticketing, 
most of bookings through website

5.5%

4.6%

13%

$9.8 billion / 9%

Operational excellence

 No-frills business and 
leisure travelers (10% market share)

> 3,300 flights daily to 64 destinations

Serves 32 states; 
largest airline by passenger

72%

Rapid Rewards programs based on 
number of trips; VISA partnership

One-way fares, simple fees, no 
assigned seating, partner credit plan

Folksy customer service, limited snacks 
and drinks, new Business Select service

Point-to-point routes; short-haul, 
high-frequency flights serve 

secondary airports; fast turnarounds

One type of aircraft (Boeing 737), one 
class, high skill in fuel contract hedging 

Started “gate makeover” program

34,378 FTEs; 82% unionized; offers 
early retirement to eligible employees

 Limited technology investments—
mostly to support key initiatives 

FINANCIAL PERSPECTIVE

CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE

Sources:  Valueline Investment Survey, company 10-K filings, and company websites

LEARNING & GROWTH PERSPECTIVE

INTERNAL PROCESS PERSPECTIVE

This side-by-side comparison of leading competitors highlights key elements of their strategy and their causal relationships throughout 
the four strategy map perspectives. Much of the information comes from publicly available data.

Figure 1. Strategy Maps Analysis Table for Select Low-Cost Passenger Airlines



structure, fleet planning and 
procurement, flight operations,
passenger service, marketing 
and sales, and after-sales service.
These activities are often grouped
into themes that represent the
value propositions. But the indi-
vidual activities can be organized
into a generic value chain that
represents the way most organiza-
tions in the industry compete,
which can then provide a basis
for comparison. On a basic level,
this analysis helps identify the 
differences in key processes and
activities from firm to firm. These
differences can be correlated to
the customer value proposition
and, ultimately, to financial 
performance.

You can gain further insight by
actually determining the cost of
performing each activity. While
this information may be difficult
to obtain, if it is at all possible to
do so, it can be very revealing:
comparative cost differences in
the value chain indicate where
organizations are choosing to make
key investments that they believe
will help deliver on their value
proposition. For instance, it would
be useful to know if the invest-
ments JetBlue has made to support
the JetBlue “experience” (e.g.,
DirecTV, XM Satellite Radio) are
recaptured through improved
pricing.

In the learning and growth
perspective, workforce and tech-
nology data can be aggregated 
for each competitor. If you have
the time and inclination to do 
the additional research, you can
develop key job family informa-
tion for each competitor. Often,
the job families are readily identi-
fiable; for example, in the airline
industry, they would include flight
attendants, who play a major role
in customer service, and baggage
handlers, whose work is critical in
ensuring that flights depart on
time. Once identified, the work-
force capability and productivity
can be considered. Some organi-

zations are known for employee
excellence in specific areas—like
Disney’s customer service people.
Studying competitors’ HR policies
and practices can reveal much
about how they hire, train, and
develop best-in-class employees.

Uncovering the Strategy Story

Each airline shown in the table
has carved out a profitable 
place in the $100 billion U.S.
air transportation industry. More-
over, during the period of analysis,
each of our three carriers grew 
at a rate faster than the 6% 
composite revenue growth rate.
Southwest, however, is the clear
leader in terms of margin and
return. The question is: How 
does Southwest do it? 

A quick scan tells us that South-
west serves more locations with
more flights than its closest rivals
combined, leveraging scale in its
entire operation. Furthermore,
its no-frills philosophy permeates
every activity in the value chain
to such a degree that the compa-
ny has been able to offset lower
load factors than rivals. In the
internal process perspective, we
see that Southwest has no assigned
seating, offers a limited snack
selection, and has no investment 
in a specific type of customer
experience, unlike its rivals. It flies
only one type of
aircraft (versus
two) with one
standard cabin
configuration,
emphasizing
short-haul routes.
Perhaps most
critical is South-
west’s skill in
fuel-contract hedging, a capability
that gives it a major advantage
and most certainly has helped
save money since fuel costs
began skyrocketing. Does this
analysis imply that AirTran and
JetBlue should follow Southwest’s
lead? Not necessarily. Innovation
in the customer experience, as

well as in the types of services
provided, can be valuable forms
of differentiation if, and only if,
customers are willing to pay for
those additional features. Other-
wise, such investments won’t trans-
late into additional profits; they
will only represent additional
costs that cannot be recaptured.
It seems this might be the case 
in our analysis. Further data might
be worth collecting if a deep 
dive is warranted in any one area.
But overall, this representation in
the structure of the Strategy Map
provides a useful means of key
competitor comparison.

The Information 
Gathering Challenge

The analysis in Figure 1 was 
created using publicly available
data. Fortunately, for most organi-
zations, much more data is avail-
able than ever before, thanks 
in large part to the Internet. Still,
some organizational or industry
information may be hard to
obtain, especially information
about organizations that are pri-
vately held. Check with industry
associations and other competitive 
intelligence providers that track
and compile such information.
Frequently cited data sources
include IDG, Standard & Poor’s,
Hoover’s, Gartner, and the Corpo-

rate Executive Board information.
Another good source: analysts
from the major investment firms.
Their deep industry expertise
extends beyond companies to
include knowledge of external
factors affecting industry perform-
ance, such as regulation. Your
own employees—salespeople and 
customer service representatives,
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Comparative cost differences in the value chain

indicate where organizations are choosing to

make key investments that they believe will

help deliver on their value proposition.



for example—can also be a rich
source of information, because
they interact with customers and
company decision makers on a
daily basis. (If you’re EconoAir,
it’s easy to find out the average
number of flight attendants per
flight or how much food your
competitors offer passengers.)
Still, if after searching, you find
only limited information, don’t
hesitate to make educated 
estimates in order to fill in the
missing information. As more 
data becomes available, you 
can update the analysis. Building
a strategy map is, after all, an 
iterative process.

A New Strategic Use for 
the Strategy Map

Like many other performance
management tools and systems,
the strategy map may have been
conceived for one purpose, but
can also be applied for others.
The snapshot view that the BSC
strategy map provides of all the
component parts of an organiza-
tion’s strategy (and their causal
relationships), can be constructed
into a revealing map of competi-

tors’ strategy. Other tools can 
be applied in the same way,
from the widely known frame-
works such as Baldrige criteria
and the EFQM Excellence model,
to more emerging tools such 
as the Performance Prism or the
Return Driven Strategy Frame-
work. All can help you analyze,
compare, and dissect competitors’
strategies. By plugging data into 
a framework like the Strategy 
Map Analysis Table, you can not
only ensure that you are thinking
comprehensively; but you can
also identify important relation-
ships between key variables and
see key points of differentiation
among competitors.

More than just a tool to improve
strategy articulation and execution,
the Strategy Map Analysis Table
can help organizations formulate
their strategy based on competitive
intelligence—and thus improve
the quality of their competitive
thinking even before translating
strategy into action. �

1. Kevin Coyne and John Horn, “How Companies
Respond to Competitors: A McKinsey Global 
Survey,” McKinsey Quarterly, May 2008.

2. “Every day low prices” was Wal-Mart’s slogan 

for years. The company recently changed it to 
“We save people money so they can live better.”

3. Michael Porter’s Five-Forces model calibrates the
attractiveness of an industry and aids in identifying
specific forces that are shaping it, favorably or
unfavorably: the bargaining power of buyers, the
bargaining power of suppliers, the availability of
substitutes, the threat of new entrants, and industry
rivalry. See Michael E. Porter, Competitive Strategy:
Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competi-
tors (Free Press, 1980).

4. Southwest, in business since 1971, was recently
fined by the FAA for maintenance lapses and skip-
ping inspections in 2007. It’s unclear how much
money the airline saved during that period by for-
going inspections and to what extent those savings
contributed to its profitability. We chose to keep
this example because of the company’s longevity,
prominence, and sustained success in the low-cost
segment.

For more information on selected
performance management frame-
works, visit: www.quality.nist.gov
(Baldrige National Quality 
Program), www.sternstewart.com
(Economic Value Added),
www.efqm.org (EFQM Excellence
Model), www.performanceportal.org
(Performance Management 
Association), and www.returndriv
en.com (Return Driven Strategy).

Coauthor Mark L. Frigo is also the 
Eichenbaum Foundation Distinguished 
Professor of Strategy and Leadership in 
the School of Accountancy at DePaul.
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Activity-Based Costing to create opera-

tional budgets linked to the strategic plan

• Benchmarking: the key to strategic 
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President Ralph LaRossa, on motivating,

aligning, and inspiring employees 

• Rebalance your initiative portfolio 

to optimize your program

• How to write effective, actionable 

performance analysis

• The Art of Change Management: 

the principles underlying behavior and

attitudes to change, and how to use 
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Are you securing your 
execution premium?
Find out how in the new book by Kaplan and Norton.

From Drs. Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton,
the creators of the Balanced Scorecard system,
comes a powerful new method for putting
strategy into action. Building on their ground-
breaking work, the authors present a multi-
stage management system that will help you
lock in successful, ongoing strategy execution by
linking operations and strategy management
throughout the enterprise. Learn how to win an

execution premium—the multiple, measurable benefits that come
from building and operationalizing your strategy the right way. 

For more information about The Execution Premium, visit 
www.executionpremium.org .


